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QUARTERLY MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

2021 – TOGETHER WE FIND THE RESILIENCE TO OVERCOME
As I look over the ALFED members feedback from the past
12 months, there is a clear and common theme: in a time of
disruption and uncertainty, people are seeing immense value
from their ALFED membership.
From COVID guidance and Brexit advocacy to training and
technical support – we have been overwhelmed by the positive
response from members, partners, stakeholders, and Government
in 2020, increasing our membership by 32%.
Here is an update on 2020 highlights and our 2021 agenda.
ADVOCACY AND LOBBYING
We have been an important Government
partner when it comes to mitigating the
effects of coronavirus and maximising
opportunities from Brexit. And we’ve had
remarkable success helping the aluminium
sector negotiate these challenging
circumstances. Our weekly meetings with
the Department for Business, Energy, and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) have included
ALFED members ensuring their views are
heard directly.

CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE
Throughout the pandemic, ALFED
has been at the forefront of helping
Government understand different tradeoffs and financial support requirements
for our sector.
For example, we were on the Government’s
consultative committee for safe working
guidelines, ensuring social distancing
and other new health and safety measures
were effective and workable. And our fastturnaround COVID-19 member surveys
have helped stakeholders understand
the changing reality on the ground.

BREXIT
As Brexit-related negotiations have
progressed, ALFED provided vital
industry input to BEIS, the Department
for International Trade and HMRC.
From Rules of Origin and regulation to
UK Global tariffs and customs, helping
shape the UK’s aluminium sector future
trading requirements and ensure postBrexit trade terms work well for your
supply chains.

GREEN INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY
We’re also helping Government formulate
an ambitious yet viable green agenda
for industry in line with the UK’s climate
change and emission reduction targets.
Working with BEIS, we’re contributing
to a clear, consistent strategic plan that
brings together the many green strategies
already developed.

This includes advising on a roadmap that
ensures organisations have guidance,
support, and incentives to achieve the
UK’s many green growth objectives.

TRAINING
ALFED training moved online so skills
development could continue during
the pandemic. Our programmes have
been extremely popular, with more than
400 delegates participating from around
the world.
Topics ranged from technical and
management to health and safety, sales
and LinkedIn. Mental health was a new
focus - an important but often-neglected
topic in manufacturing. We launched
webinars supporting members with issues
around mental health, working from home
and the associated loneliness.
There is a busy training programme for
2021 - visit alfed.org.uk to see the offering
and book your place taking advantage of
members discounted rates.

PARTNERSHIPS
We work closely with a range of
organisations in the UK, Europe
and worldwide, including European
Aluminium, the UK Metals Council, TWI
and the International Aluminium Institute.
We also maintain close partnerships with
Catapult centres and innovation hubs such
as the University of Strathclyde, Coventry
University, University of Warwick, The
Welding Institute (TWI), the Brunel Centre
for Advanced Solidification Technology
(BCAST) and the Advanced Forming
Research Centre (AFRC) to help members
with knowledge sharing.

EVENTS, MARKET INSIGHT
AND MEMBER COMMUNICATION
We held over 40 support group meetings
in 2020, providing useful forums for
members to share experiences and
best practices as the coronavirus
situation evolved.
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Please continue using the ALFED website
including the members area and follow us
on social media (also tell your colleagues).
Through these channels, you can access
a wealth of information on everything
from COVID-19 support packages and
post-Brexit customs arrangements to safe
working guidelines.
Aluminium News has become another
useful information source for members.
It’s now nearly two years old, and we’ve
had a great response to this quarterly
publication. Continue sending us your
company news as well as the topics
you’re interested in, so we can make
it as relevant and useful as possible.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
We have been busy delivering telephone
technical support across the aluminium
production process, including heat
treatments advice, mechanical and
chemical structure analysis, manufacturing
problem troubleshooting, and machining
of product and material specifications.
More than 200 organisations took
advantage of this benefit in 2020.

2021 - WHAT’S AHEAD
Many thanks to you and your colleagues
for your support in 2020. Our combined
efforts have seen the aluminium industry
achieve new influence during these critical
times, and your input has been valued at
the highest levels of Government.
We’ll continue championing your
interests and giving you access to new
opportunities in 2021. We are crossing
our fingers that we’ll see you soon at a
revived House of Lords lunch and annual
dinner, as well as at sector meetings and
networking events as we journey out of
these challenging times.

Tom Jones
CEO
Aluminium Federation
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ALUMINIUM FEDERATION
IS THE VOICE OF THE
UK ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY

The Aluminium Federation represents businesses who process, trade and work with
aluminium. We foster innovation, promote best practice, develop skills and champion
member interests. From training and networking to research, advocacy, lobbying
and outreach, we help our members solve problems, capitalise on opportunities
and boost their competitiveness.
As a member, you become part of an influential community, getting your voice
heard within the industry and at the highest levels of government. Working
together, we are actively driving UK aluminium forward - and we look forward to
working with you in this endeavour.

COLLABORATION:

MEMBER BENEFITS:

We bring together recycling and
secondary producers, extruders,
finishers and stockholders –
helping everyone involved in UK
aluminium make connections
for mutually beneficial business
and supply development.

Benefit from a range of services
that help you develop your
business, workforce and supply
chain:

INNOVATION:
You benefit from a range of
services that help you stay at
the cutting edge. From research
and development through
to industry benchmarking
and technical support, you
get insight that assists you to
develop your business.

OPPORTUNITY:
We give you a unique
opportunity to get your voice
heard - within the industry and
in government. Whether you’re
a global company or an SME,
you can advocate and influence
to improve market conditions
for your products and services.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Advocacy & lobbying
Market insight
Training
Technical support
Consultancy from energy
management support to
bespoke training, coaching
and e-learning
Events
Influence & Policymaking
Shared Learnings &
Networking
Savings & Partnerships

WHY JOIN
THE ALUMINIUM
FEDERATION

We offer different levels of
membership based on your
business size – so it’s both
affordable and valuable.
“As an ALFED member, you
get your voice heard. We’re a
small metal finishing company,
but I get my voice heard
very loudly. When I was the
ALFED President, this gave
me influence at a high level
with government – I was
routinely on calls with ministers
and civil servants. And I had
my voice heard even before
I was president. In 2004, the
British standard changed
to an EU-wide one that was
much weaker. I campaigned
to change it, and as an ALFED
member, I had a say via the
Finishing Group. I got my
opinions over, and the standard
is now changing. It was a real
success for our business.”

Whatever your company
size or speciality within the
industry, we help you access
the technical expertise, market Giles Ashmead, Director,
Powdertech
insight, business support and
government influence you need
to boost your competitiveness.

CONTACT US
TO DISCUSS HOW
ALFED MEMBERSHIP
CAN HELP YOUR
BUSINESS

T: 0330 236 2800
www.alfed.org.uk

EVERYTHING WE DO FOCUSES ON HELPING UK ALUMINIUM BUSINESSES CAPITALISE ON OPPORTUNITIES

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

BREXIT TALKS ARE NEVER OVER
Clive Bush, ALFED President

Cabinet Office Minister
Michael Gove and European
Commission Vice President
Maroš Šefčovič have met to
discuss issues with the deal
governing Northern Ireland and decided to keep talking
about it!
Ahead of the meeting, Gove urged his EU
counterpart to extend waivers on postBrexit checks on trade between Great
Britain and Northern Ireland for almost
two years, while the two sides renegotiate
troublesome elements for the long term.
The demands to renegotiate elements of
the protocol amount to an admission from
Britain that the arrangements it negotiated
last year, which involve keeping Northern
Ireland in both the U.K. and EU orbits by
carving a regulatory border down the Irish
Sea, were less-than perfect.
For weeks the British government sought
to downplay the issue traders were facing
in shipping goods from Great Britain to
Northern Ireland, amid new customs and
health paperwork.

staff at two ports had to be withdrawn
due to threats to their safety. Checks were
suspended at Larne and Belfast after
graffiti appeared expressing opposition to
the Northern Irish protocol and branding
staff as “targets”.
This leaves Northern Ireland in a perilous
position, on top of increased delays due
to shipping and transportation problems,
confusion with regard to documentation
and an “update” to the new Trader
Support Service system, customers within
Northern Ireland will have to deal with the
imposition of duties on aluminium that
businesses on the mainland will not have
to face.
A company buying aluminium sheet from
a mainland UK distributor will now have
to pay a 7.5% duty (the EU 27 tariff rate)
on any material that has been in stock
on the mainland, even if the product
was originally sourced from a European
manufacturer. This will apply to virtually
all aluminium products, as they will be
considered “at risk” of entering “free
circulation” within the EU. The only
exceptions for aluminium appear to be
for product that will be used in construction
projects within Northern Ireland.

Gove admitted to the Commons: “In the
short term, there are a number of issues
[with the protocol] which I would not
describe as teething problems.”

The new rules mean that once the product
has been landed in the UK (duty free from
EU 27) they lose their “European” status
and become “Rest of World” origin.
If they are then shipped to Northern
Ireland (or back to EU 27) the importer
will have to pay duty.

The stakes over border checks and
infrastructure were laid bare earlier when

Surely, this was not the intent of the
agreement and not only disadvantages

DO YOU MOVE GOODS TO NORTHERN IRELAND?
This year, as we mark the centenary of Northern Ireland, we need
no reminder about its integral place within our United Kingdom.
Our trade deal with the EU and the additional agreement
known as the Northern Ireland Protocol has safeguarded
Northern Ireland’s place in the UK’s customs territory. We have
also preserved unfettered access for Northern Ireland traders
moving goods into Great Britain, removing the need for
export declarations.
However, there are changes to the way goods move between
Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Many businesses have
adjusted quickly to these new requirements but I recognise that
some traders are still adapting. The Government is committed to
providing you with the support you need as your work continues.
We have set up two services to help you:
1. Trader Support Service (TSS): This free UK Governmentbacked service will guide you through any changes you need
to make, and can complete customs declarations
on your behalf. The TSS also offers a comprehensive range

Northern Ireland but also EU suppliers
whose material is in stock in the UK but
would normally end up in Northern Ireland.
The government will have to deal with the
EU which appears to be looking for ways
to “penalise” the UK (vaccine imports for
example) and Stormont who were never
fans of the agreement in the 1st place.
Whilst the wrangle continues Northern Irish
business will suffer and this is not good for
them or the UK as a whole.
What can be done? Both parties should
agree that products bought from EU 27
sources (and that conform to the current
Rules of Origin) should maintain their
European status for sales to Northern
Ireland or back to the EU.
A ruling by HMRC on stainless steel
“safeguarding quotas” for sales to
Northern Ireland appear to have set a
useful precedent, one that needs to be
quickly followed for other raw materials.
A recent message from Rt Hon Kwasi
Kwarteng MP (below) does not appear
to recognise these problems – and whilst
schools may be closed for the time being,
I am afraid his report would read “could
do better”.

of education materials including online training, webinars
and “how to” guides.
2. Movement Assistance Scheme (MAS): Free support,
including a dedicated helpline, is available for traders and
businesses moving animals, plants and associated products
from Great Britain to Northern Ireland. MAS also means that
traders will not need to pay health certification costs, which
will be met by the UK Government.
The most up-to-date guidance on the Northern Ireland Protocol
is on GOV.UK, including information on moving goods into, out
of, or through Northern Ireland.
Thank you all for everything you have done to prepare, and
I am grateful for your pragmatic approach to keeping
business moving.
Yours sincerely,
Rt Hon Kwasi Kwarteng MP
Secretary of State for Business,
Energy & Industrial Strategy
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MEMBER & INDUS TRY NEWS

OBITUARY - JIM MORRISON (1943–2020)
The members and the Secretariat of Aluminium Federation were
saddened to learn of the death of Jim Morrison in April 2020,
a victim of the covid-19 epidemic. Jim was a distinguished
member of the ALFED Council from 2000 to 2006 and he served
as president during 2002 to 2003. He represented Bernhard
Metals, a secondary aluminium refiner based in Derby.
After graduation Jim had various management roles in
engineering in North Sea oil with Solus Schall in Aberdeen
and at one point he was working in association with John Speirs
of Norsk Hydro, who was also later to become President of
Aluminium Federation. He also worked at the Stanton Pipe
Company and then Bernhard Metals.
As Chairman of the Association of Light Alloy Refiners Jim joined
the ALFED Council where his measured approach to problems,
his excellent management skills and his ability to forge links at
all levels were assets. He was a joint winner of the Aluminium
Federation Award for Quality and Excellence for his work on
the climate change levy debate.
He was also well respected by the members of the All Party
Parliamentary Group for the aluminium industry and also within
the, then, European Aluminium Association and with UK MEPs
in the European Parliament.

CRU LAUNCHES A ONE-STOPSHOP FOR METALS AND
MINING GHG EMISSIONS
DATA, CRADLE TO PRODUCT

After retirement Jim was involved in local activities which gave
him much satisfaction. He was Chairman of Queens Hospital
at Burton-on-Trent and Vice Chairman of the Parish Council for
Breedon-on-the-Hill. He also chaired an Action Committee on
HS2 for Breedon and Tonge and achieved a change in the route
which was a benefit to the local population.
Whatever the circumstances, business or pleasure, Jim was
always a thoroughly decent and delightful person to know
and to work with.
We send our sincere condolences to his wife Ginnie and their
two children, Sarah and Richard.

METEF 2021
ALUMINIUM EXPO ITALY

CRU Group, the global mining, metals and fertiliser business
intelligence company, have announced a one-stop global greenhouse gas emissions data shop – the CRU Emissions Analysis Tool.
CRU data in this service is calculated according to the GHG
Protocol Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard. It differs
from the self-published emissions by asset owners only because
it is completely standardised and comparable across assets. While
asset owners’ individual reporting requirements or preferences
lead to reported numbers lacking absolute comparability from one
to another, CRU provides a completely independent like-for-like
assessment across the board. CRU’s data set allows for impartial
benchmarking by bringing transparency and comparability.
Such data allows for governments, industry, financial and consumer
bodies to quickly and confidently benchmark and make informed
data-driven decisions as the global challenge of decarbonising
our commodities comes to the fore.

Aluminium is the material for the future, its importance will
dramatically grow in the manufacturing industry because
it plays a leading role in the ranking of environmental values:
it’s sustainable, 100% recyclable, has no environmental
impact and its properties make cars and transport means
lightweight, solve the food preservation issue, transmit
energy and improve building energy efficiency.
For this reason Veronafiere and Bolognafiere, two of the
leading exhibition centres in Italy, have established METEF,
a 50-50 joint venture aiming at globally promoting the strategic
sector of metalworking and advanced manufacturing – from
automotive and transportation to building and mechanics –
which is tightly connected with aluminium, a versatile,
sustainable and environmentally-friendly material, the symbol
of circular economy and a milestone of no matter what
industrial development.
www.metef.com/ENG/Home.asp

With a depth of understanding of commodity extraction and
processing costs, CRU has been evaluating emissions data
alongside costs of production since the European Union Emissions
Trading Scheme was launched on New Years’ Day in 2005. Its data
set has since been extended to encompass all major steel and
aluminium-producing assets globally, covering 1,100 assets and
an estimated 3 gigatons or 5-6 percent of Scope 1 and 2 global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Although we already include
some important Scope 3 categories we will add to these, Copper,
Nickel and Nitrogen fertiliser coverage in the
coming months. The data matters as miners,
metals and fertiliser producers work with their
stakeholders to rise to the collective challenge
of decarbonising their supply chains, tackling
climate change and adhering to ESG standards.
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MEMBER & INDUS TRY NEWS

DELIVERING THROUGH THE STRENGTH OF PARTNERSHIPS
Imagine you could make an eight-fold improvement in the time
it takes you to get your products where they need to be. Imagine
you could reduce your delivery costs and make huge savings
through getting production right first time, every time.
That’s not a fantasy. It’s the reality for one of our customers a global materials distributor and supply chain services provider
- and their partner, a balcony specialist. And although the credit
for their achievement must belong to them, we’re proud of the
contribution we’ve made via an SBZ151 CNC machining centre.
The aforementioned balcony specialist distribute high quality,
lightweight balconies at their partner’s recently opened stateof-the-art West Midlands factory. Across the board, standards
are high. Compared to traditional balconies, their product
offers an impressive 88% saving on carbon. Materials used are
non-combustible, lightweight and strong. The quality of the
production owes much to our customer’s expertise in aerospace
engineering and the
net result – the only
truly adjustable MMC
balcony system on
the market – is a boon
for the construction
industry.
The outstanding
results demonstrate
the benefits of close
collaboration. The
partnership between
our customer and the

balcony specialist is a real success
story, but there’s another relationship
that’s had an impact – the one
between us and our customer. Here’s
what their General Manager had to
say about it:

• Neil Parton,

Managing
“We have decided to make elumatec
Director,
our partner in our fabrications
elumatec
business because of the level of
flexibility and scope the SBZ151 offers. The machine allows us to
manufacture precision components in a single First Time Right
process and ensures that the very fine tolerances are met every
time. This is also important to our customers, as they can plan
ahead and rely on our service.”

In short, our 5-axis profile machining centre machining centre
allows repeatable and highly efficient manufacture of precision
components. This enables our customer – and theirs further down
the line – to have confidence that every one of the extruded
aluminium components will fit perfectly. That’s critical because
it’s key to efficient off-site manufacturing, which, in turn, saves
precious time on the construction site.
This chain of supply, where there’s genuine trust and understanding,
has led to the balcony company standing out as the go-to expert
for design and installation of innovative, sustainable and certified
balcony systems. It’s an example of what can be delivered when
the true strength of partnerships is harnessed.
www.elumatec.co.uk

THE GOVERNMENT HAS
SET OUT THE NEXT STEPS
TOWARDS ITS BAN ON
THE SALE OF NEW INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE CARS
AND VANS IN 2030
A consultation starts this year on which hybrid vehicles will
remain on sale from 2030 to 2035.
When the Government announced the phase-out dates,
it said that only hybrid cars and vans that could drive
a ‘significant distance’ with no carbon coming out of
the tailpipe, would remain on sale until 2035.
The consultation will determine the definition of ‘significant
zero emission capability’.
The Government will also consider a very limited range of
derogations to the phase out dates for specialist vehicles,
including military service and emergency vehicles, and for
parts of the market which may need further time to transition,
such as small volume manufacturers.
It said that it will “consult on these derogations in due course”.
The consultations will be followed by a delivery plan this year
which will “set out major milestones towards the phase out
dates and committed spending and regulatory measures”.
The Government said it will monitor progress against the plan
and report publicly on an annual basis, with a full a review of
progress towards the phase out dates taking place by 2025.
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS

ALUBEND
Alubend is the premium service for curved
and twisted aluminium extrusions. They
can bend aluminium extrusions of almost
any size into a limitless number of shapes.
Their factory has a number of custom
aluminium bending machines designed
to make even the most complex bending
processes possible.
With their fully in-house tooling
production they can make any tooling
needed to get the bends required, no
matter the extrusion type.
Alubend is the only aluminium bending
company in the UK certified to EN10903 EXC3, which allows them to CE mark
curved structural aluminium sections.
They have a very useful minimum bending
radius calculator which can be found on
their website. There you can see what their
minimum bending radius are for a number
of common extrusion shapes.
With decades of aluminium bending
experience in the team and a proven
record of successfully completed
projects, they promise to deliver the best
aluminium bending service available.

www.alubend.com

ENVIROBUILD
MATERIALS

KNOWLEDGE
MASTER UK

EnviroBuild Materials is the UK’s leading
builders’ merchant for sustainable building
materials, specialising in composite
decking, cladding and fencing. They apply
the latest technological innovations to
provide highly engineered and lasting
solutions over traditional construction
material. They make the sustainable
choice easy for you by giving you the
perfect combination of quality and
sustainability. They continue to pioneer
in the sustainability space with exclusive
ranges of garden furniture, indoor flooring
and luxury porcelain paving all designed
and engineered with the same calibre
to continue their journey to become
industry leading.

Knowledge Master UK was established
in 2006 as a software company. While
they are still serving as a software
company, in 2020, they began to think
about ways that they as a company
could contribute to the worldwide effort
to save our planet.

Their aluminium decking offers an
innovative complete drainage solution
for balconies and other areas. It complies
with all of the latest fire regulations in
the UK, making it suitable for all types of
commercial builds, and is 100% recyclable.
It, and their other aluminium products,
appear on nearly half of all new high rise
building developments in the UK.

As a nation, we are all familiar with how
important recycling is and know that
we all do our best to recycle where we
can. Which got Knowledge Master UK
thinking, how can they help make sure
all our combined efforts don’t go to
waste? So, they decided to focus on
aluminium recycling, hoping that they
can do something good for our
community and which will benefit
future generations.
They want to inform, educate and help
people understand how to recycle
aluminium foil food containers correctly
to avoid contamination. Their aim is
to procure and recycle as many of these
containers as they can get hold of to
help the environment.

www.knowledgemasteruk.com

www.envirobuild.com

TOMRA SORTING

INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS
Industrial Physics offer instruments for
testing and analysing paint, coatings
and general surface treatments
used across industries ranging from
transportation infrastructure to marine,
beverage and canning and automotive.
Their comprehensive portfolio includes
specialized corrosion and environmental
test chambers that simulate how
components will perform when exposed
to natural weathering elements.
They also offer an extensive range of
paint testing technologies that include
viscosity meters, automatic film applicators,
scrub and scratch testers, gloss and
colour meters, thickness gauges and
drying-time testers.

FABAL ALUMINIUM
Fabal is one of the leading aluminium
extruders with its modern factories
offering a covered production area of
27,000 m2. Under same roof they have
extrusion lines, die production, anodizing,
powder coating and profile fabrication
machining departments.
Fabal follows up all technological
developments and keep their finger
on the pulse of the aluminium sector
to better serve their customers and to
increase their efficiency.

www.fabal.com.tr/en

www.industrialphysics.com/segments/
inks-coatings

TOMRA was founded on an innovation
in 1972 that began with the design,
manufacturing and sale of reverse vending
machines (RVMs) for automated collection
of used beverage containers.
Today TOMRA provides technology-led
solutions that enable the circular economy
with advanced collection and sorting
systems that optimize resource recovery
and minimize waste in the food, recycling
and mining industries.
TOMRA’s ambition is to be a leader in the
resource revolution by creating sensorbased solutions for optimal resource
productivity. Providing smart solutions for
optimizing our resources – sourcing them,
using them, stewarding them, reclaiming
them, recycling them and revitalizing them
– is key to the resource revolution.

www.tomra.com/en
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS

VOITH TURBO

Scanstrut is an international leader in the
design and manufacture of outdoor and
marine equipment.

The Voith Group is a global technology
company. With its broad portfolio of
systems, products, services and digital
applications, Voith sets standards in the
markets of energy, oil & gas, paper, raw
materials and transport & automotive.

With a range of over 300 items, Scanstrut
products enable and enhance the use
of commercial, navigation and personal
electronics in the outdoors. Grouped
broadly into mounts, charge and seal
ranges and include waterproof wireless
phone chargers, Satcom solutions for
superyachts and tablet mounts for RV.
Based in the UK and the USA, it is an
independent and highly innovative
company that is highly respected for the
quality of its products.
During its 36-year history, it has delivered
several “world’s firsts”, won numerous
design and product awards and a
Queen’s Award for International Trade.
Scanstrut products are used on power
boats, yachts, off-road vehicles, RVs
& industrial spaces, from Australia to
the Arctic, Vancouver to Dubai.

Voith’s operating business is bundled
in four Group Divisions: Voith Hydro,
Voith Paper, Voith Turbo and Voith
Digital Ventures.
The Group Division Voith Turbo is part
of the Voith Group and a specialist for
intelligent drive technology, systems
as well as tailor-made services. With its
innovative and smart products, Voith
offers highest efficiency and reliability.
Customers from highly diverse industries
such as oil and gas, energy, mining and
mechanical engineering, ship technology,
rail and commercial vehicles rely on
the advanced technologies and digital
applications of Voith.

www.voith.com/uk-en/index.html

www.scanstrut.com

WELCOME TO OUR NEW KN OWLEDGE PARTNERS

BRITISH SAFETY
INDUSTRY
FEDERATION
The British Safety Industry Federation
(BSIF) is the association for the
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Regulation and is recognised as
a Competent Authority by the Health
& Safety Executive (HSE) and has
Primary Authority status with
Trading Standards.
The BSIF members range from
manufacturers and distributors of
safety products through to test houses,
certification bodies and specialist
safety service providers.
Today the BSIF is firmly established as
the major independent voice of the
British safety industry, helping to both
influence legislation and provide industry
in general with a source of authoritative
information on a range of workplace
safety issues, while representing the
needs of its members.

www.bsif.co.uk

BURCHILL GC
John Burchill operates through his business
Burchill GC. He advises business owners,
directors and boards on commercial and
business issues including legal affairs. He
guides and mentors’ business leaders
and key decision makers on key strategic
business issues and board matters.
John believes, that for too long, lawyers
have given excessive focus to narrow
specialist legal advice at the expense of
a wider business understanding, which is
often a bad fit for what businesses really
need. He says that everything a business
does has a legal basis or angle however,
this, needs translating, into straightforward
business language.
By taking this approach, he looks to connect
with people, build trust, and contribute to
improved business environments and culture.
Called to the Bar of England and Wales in
1986 he has advised many companies and
organisations on their business and legal
affairs during the last 25 years. He has worked
in financial services, insurance, automotive
and engineering, cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals, food, health,
information technology,
energy, publishing, brewing
and other industries.

www.burchillgc.com
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WHY
JOIN THE
ALUMINIUM
FEDERATION
Whatever your
company size or
speciality within
the industry, we
help you access the
technical expertise,
market insight,
business support and
government influence
you need to boost
your competitiveness.
We offer different
levels of membership
based on your
business size – so
it’s both affordable
and valuable.
Contact us to
discuss how ALFED
membership can
help your business.

T: 0330 236 2800
E: info@alfed.org.uk

THE VOICE OF THE UK ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY

SCANSTRUT
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PTG INTRODUCES POWERSTIR DUAL WELD-HEAD FRICTION
STIR WELDING FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE OEMS
UK-based Precision
Technologies Group (PTG),
the manufacturer of
the globally acclaimed
Powerstir range of friction
stir welding machines,
has introduced a number
of dual weld-head FSW
models specifically for use
in the volume production
of automotive battery
tray floor assemblies from
extruded aluminium panels.
PTG has long used its considerable
knowledge of the FSW process to
assist automotive OEMs in producing
lightweight, robust and aesthetic
components for battery electric vehicles
(BEV) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
(PHEV). Aimed directly at manufacturers
of skateboard chassis structures, the
dual weld-head process developed by
PTG ensures that a tight weld-flatness
tolerance is achieved during battery tray
floor construction.
A tight weld-flatness tolerance is essential
to ensure that each battery cell sits
perfectly level within its housing.

PTG Powerstir dual weld-head FSW
machines provide an even and stable
welding process – something that is
achieved thanks to the company’s unique
‘matched’ dual-force control systems and
balanced upper and lower head welding
parameters. The result is exceptionally
stable friction stir welding by both the
upper and lower weld heads, producing
matched weld seams with balanced heat
input. This, in turn, minimises post-weld
distortion and equips each welded
assembly with a significantly improved
flatness tolerance when compared to
existing conventional single-side
FSW techniques.
As aluminium extrusion lines usually
produce panels of 300 mm to 600 mm
wide, PTG has also developed a fully
automated, high-output Powerstir FSW
production cell for the rapid friction stir
welding of multiple extrusions, to create
single structures for fabrication into battery
tray floors.
“Our dual weld-head FSW technologies,
whereby both sides of an extrusion are
welded simultaneously, not only remove
the time-consuming process of lifting and
turning extrusions between welds, but
also allow for equal heat dispersion which
results in minimal distortion,” comments
PTG Powerstir Regional Sales Director,
Mark Curran. In the PTG Powerstir dual
weld-head FSW process, typically four
to 12 individual child-part extrusions
are brought together for assembly.
Following gantry loading, each extrusion
is automatically positioned and clamped
10
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• Above: PTG Powerstir dual weld-head friction stir welding

ready for friction stir welding, after which
the partially completed vehicle component
is automatically repositioned, ready for
the next panel to be welded in place.
“In addition to providing automotive
OEMs with a state-of-the-art means of
joining metals and achieving extremely
high-strength results, it is also important
to consider that in many instances, the
use of friction stir welding also allows for
reduced wall thickness – an important
aspect in reducing vehicle weight,”
adds Mark Curran. “As the friction stir
welding process generates very little
heat, the crystalline structure of the metal
remains unchanged, retaining its original
strength. There is no need for inert gas,
no need for heat-treating post weld,
and no requirement for additional
surface finishing.”
As well as building Powerstir machines
specifically for the production of battery
tray floor assemblies, PTG is also creating
FSW techniques for the production of
coolant units, control box panels and car
body panels, as well as body panels and
components for commercial vehicles.
www.holroyd.com
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3D PRINTING OF STIFFNESS CONTROLLED ALUMINIUM
CELLULAR STRUCTURES
By Manpreet Singh, Arun Arjunan, Ahmad Baroutaji and John Robinson
Additive manufacturing of functional materials research group,
School of Engineering, University of Wolverhampton, Telford Innovation Campus, TF2 9NT, UK

Additive manufacturing (3D printing) allows the fabrications of cellular metals with
customisable properties such as controllable stiffness and damage behaviour.
Auxetic structures are a class of such
materials that offer negative Poisson’s
ratio leading to novel structural behaviour
that is often not seen in traditional bulk
materials. In our most recent work, we
used AlSi10Mg to fabricate inherently
stabled thin and thick walled cellular
structured to explore the effect of design
parameters such as wall thickness and
chevron angle on the resulting mechanical
properties. The prototypes (Fig. 1) were
fabricated using Direct Metal Laser
Sintering (DMLS) using EOS M290
machine featuring a 400 W laser system.

(a)

3D printed prototypes with ideal values
calculated from the respective CAD
geometry. Analysing the influence of the
angle on 𝜌𝑟 (Fig. 2a), a highest difference
of 4.86% was observed at 67.5°. Studying
the effect of wall thickness on the
measured relative density as shown in Fig.
2b, the highest difference of 9.85% was
observed between the ideal geometry
and the 3D printed prototype at the
lowest thickness of 0.3 mm. Even though
the overall discrepancy is below 9.85%,
it can be seen that the thickness has a
higher influence in comparison to θ on the
quality of the AlSi10Mg 3D printed parts.
The experimentally informed parametric
analysis showed that the elastic modulus
of the structures increased linearly with
increasing either the wall thickness (t)
or the chevron angle (θ) with the former
having a higher influence on the rate of
increase. Though the same was true for
compressive strength, a significant effect
of interaction between the geometrical
parameters were observed. This meant
that the rate of increase in compressive
strain with respect to increasing wall
thickness was dependent on the
compounding effect of θ. The study
demonstrated that both thin and thickwalled structures exhibit Poisson’s ratio of
−0.108 to −0.257 despite the interaction
effects between t and θ. The elastic
modulus can be increased by either
increasing t or θ without considering the
interaction effects at 0.3≤ t ≤1 mm and
45° ≤ θ ≤ 85°.

(b)
Fig. 1. 3D printed AlSi10Mg cellular architecture
where (a) shows a selection of stiffness-controlled
structures and (b) shows the scanning electron
microscopy data showing the quality of thin
walls (300 µm).

One of the most economical ways to
get information about the quality of
laser melted part is the measurement
of relative density (𝜌𝑟). Accordingly, Fig.
2 compares the relative density of the

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 2. The influence of the 3D printing process
on the relative density of AlSi10Mg prototypes
in comparison to the ideal CAD geometry
where (a) shows the effect of auxetic angle
and (b) the thickness.

Overall, the study suggests that stable
mechanical performance of thin and
thick-walled aluminium cellular structures
can be enhanced by layer-based
arrangement and the careful selection
of the design parameters 𝑡 and 𝜃.
The design and analysis philosophy
conceived in this study allows altering
the properties of thin and thick-walled
re-entrant structures conventionally
known to exhibit unexpected mechanical
properties and unstable lateral deformation,
enhancing its potential for multifunctional
applications. This study presents a new
understanding regarding the fabrication
and performance of re-entrant structures
by 3D printing.

TEC HNIC AL

THE TRUE CARBON FOOTPRINT OF ALUMINIUM,
A FOUNDATION METAL
By: Jan Lukaszewski, Technical Manager, Aluminium Federation

Foundation materials, metals, minerals, ceramics, glass, cement and chemicals are
today’s integrated building blocks in society, none can be considered in isolation.
Global population is predicted to grow by 25% to 9.8 billion by 2050. Living standards,
expectations, housing, transportation, and industrialisation will equalise with no “third
world” and the doubling of both foundation materials and energy consumption.
Aluminium, a foundation metal, is displacing other materials.
Given its unique, holistic properties, lightweight, electrical,
thermal conduction, strength, corrosion resistance, formability,
and most importantly infinite recyclability, it is becoming the
global designer’s dominant choice. Since the beginning of this
century aluminium demand has increased 66% to a total in 2019,
of 97,000,000 tons including 33,000,000 tons recycled.
There are 28 billion tons of bauxite reserves and on current
global demand for primary aluminium the earth will run out
of ore in 116 years. Dwindling resources are a significant threat
to Great Britain, in that all our metals are strategic, as the raw
ores are controlled by countries whose disposition is not always
favourable. In this context raw earth magnets, semi-conductors,
and other metals critical to communications, computing,
electro-propulsion and indeed batteries, are very finite materials.
Energy can neither be created nor destroyed; it can only
be transformed from one form to another. Lighting, heating,
manufacturing, transportation, even humans, all contribute to
global warming. Humanity must become energy neutral, that is
become totally reliant on geothermal or solar-power, wave, and
wind. Energy can be stored in batteries but equally in products,
aluminium for example. If the stored energy is from renewal
sources, then the nett effect is climate cooling.
High conductivity, non-magnetic, aluminium is increasingly
being employed in the distribution, storage and switching
of electricity.
The extraction, refining and production of all foundation
materials is carbon intensive, particularly given that significant
production is within equalising countries, that utilise fossil fuels,
to generate energy. In consequence of the use of Chinese coalgenerated electricity, the global average emissions are 18 tons
of carbon dioxide per ton of primary aluminium. In Europe
primary production through the application of balanced and

increasingly renewable energy sources release 9.1 tons of
carbon dioxide per ton, whilst the use of hydroelectric, solar,
or geothermal energy can reduce the embodied carbon
down to 4 tons of carbon dioxide per ton.
Innovations in primary refining such as ELYSIS™, that evolve
oxygen, have the potential to differentiate aluminium from
all other metals.
All metals are used by bulk or volume, none by weight.
Aluminium has 34% the density of steel, so is its effective
comparable energy and carbon footprint.
Renewable electricity reduces the energy carbon footprint
of primary metal refining but not that of the encompassing
footprint of mining, transport, shipping; nor that of the actual
infrastructure, the mines, ships, trains, processing plants;
nor that at end of their productive lives, the dismantling,
rectification of sites and recycling. Maritime shipping fuel
releases 3% of global carbon dioxide, to which must be
added the carbon footprint of the steel ships, that of the
steel container, and the container weight transported empty
or full. No nation counts nor declares its maritime carbon
footprint. Refined aluminium is 34% the weight of steel so
its transportation carbon is proportionally lower.
The actual carbon and energy footprint of the whole
infrastructure of aluminium or any single material, inextricably
depends on other foundation materials not least steel, high
carbon concrete, ceramics, and chemicals, so is impossible
to isolate and analyse. The production of high tensile steels
depends on the use of aluminium as a grain refiner and
deoxidant. The Indian cement industry is using the “red mud”
alumina production by-product of primary aluminium,
as replacement for mined minerals, offsetting the carbon
footprint of both.
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Single-species carbon-capture cropped forests offset/
store carbon, but are ecological wildlife disasters,
releasing soil carbon through erosion and at the end
of life, wood products, paper that when combusted
or composted release carbon. Composted carbon is
not included in calculations of emitted greenhouse
gases. Bauxite mining has reached the stage where
it is sustainable and ‘land area footprint neutral’ with
97% of mines having formal biodiverse rehabilitation,
carbon capture procedures.
Future survival depends on integrated holistic
responsible global stewardship. The Aluminium
Stewardship Initiative (ASI) with its “Chain of Custody”,
encompassing environmental, social, and governance
of the whole circular aluminium economy, is the
benchmark model for all foundation materials.
Refined metals are energy and carbon stores; indeed,
aluminium is referred to as solid electricity because
of the energy required to transform alumina into
refined metal. The lowest possible carbon and energy
footprint is to maintain a metal in its refined form for
the maximum possible service life before recycling.
One billion tons of aluminium have been produced,
75% is still in existence as a metal within the circular
economy, whilst 50% is still in first use, predominately
as architectural stored carbon.
Aluminium losses result from incongruous destructive
uses, such as pigments in plastic and paints, or
thermite fuel and propellant.
The high reflectivity and thermal conductivity
of aluminium enables intelligent buildings that
self-cool and capture solar heat for heating, without
external energy inputs. Aluminium offers architecture
the highest service life of stored energy or captured
carbon. Aluminium is impervious to ultraviolet
radiation, glass coated in aluminium reduces skin
cancer risks whilst allowing copious daylight for
illumination. Highly corrosion resistant aluminium
buildings have proven service lives of over one
hundred years, exceeding that of concrete, and are
infinitely recyclable.
Automated sorting techniques are at the threshold
of segregating end of life aluminium into alloys,
enabling alloy recycling and reducing contamination
by tramp elements. Production scrap is invariably kept
separated. Aluminium alloy segregation reduces the
demand for high carbon and ecological damaging
alloying strategic elements, such as copper and
silicon, offsetting carbon. Aluminium has the lowest
density and melting temperature of most foundation
metals; hence gravity and temperature simplify
recycling. Recycled aluminium uses only 5% of the
original energy, potentially as renewable, electricity,
5% of water and 5% carbon, reducing carbon dioxide
emissions to an achievable 0.5 tons per ton. Bear in
mind aluminium has 34% density of steel and is used
by volume. Even aluminised steel can be routed into
deoxidants for steel and dross minerals into fertilizers
– further offsets. Aluminium is the star of the circular
economy with UK proven recycling rates of 96%
architectural, 76% beverage cans, 56% all packaging,
and 94.1% automotive.
At present consumption and population growth
rates, the earth will run out of drinking water before
the peak of climate change. Hydroelectric schemes
integrated with smelters ensure water supplies,

including for agriculture, and mitigate flooding. Waste
energy schemes desalinate drinking water for Dubai.
Aluminium sulphate is a flocculant used to purify
drinking water; all are carbon offsets.
Transport accounts for 24% of all global carbon
dioxide emissions, hence light-weighting and the
transition to clean, renewable energy sources such
as hydrogen (internal combustion and fuel cells)
and electric propulsion. The automotive transition
to electro-propulsion increases the overall vehicle
weight and redistributes the weight from power train
to battery pack, the application of aluminium reduces
electric vehicle weight reduction by typically 14%.
Reducing vehicle weight facilitates smaller rubber
tyres offsetting that ecology/environment damaging,
carbon component that cannot be substituted. The
inherent corrosions resistance of aluminium eliminates
the need for organic coatings, whilst its foil is a critical
component of lithium batteries, both carbon offsets.
The automotive aluminum recycling industry is well
established, with powertrain and other castings
almost in a closed circular loop and the technologies
for processing body in white and other sheet
components well advanced.
A significant, but not properly quantified, carbon
footprint is that of the actual recycling infrastructure,
transport, dismantling, shredding/cutting, and sorting.
Given the longevity of metals and most certainly
aluminium, society must change from recycling to
remanufacture where this is appropriate. The basic
platform of a car has a production life of twenty
years and will be used across multiple re-stylings
and even models, enabling the dismantling,
refurbishing and reuse in a new vehicle, hence
maintaining carbon capture.
The cryogenic properties of aluminium enable the
production, storage, transport, and distribution
of liquefied gases, including medical gases and
hydrogen. Renewable produced hydrogen propulsion
emissions are water vapour, so can decarbonise
maritime shipping, trains and most certainly aircraft.
However, would hydrogen aircraft stratospheric water
jet streams cause climate cooling?
Food cultivation, production, storage distribution,
packaging and waste disposal is responsible for
26% of global carbon dioxide. About 33% of all food
is wasted, because it cannot be stored or protected
against degradation. Aluminium is impervious to air,
bacteria, ultraviolet light, liquid proof and given its
strength outperforms plastics and paper packaging.
Aluminium does not taint food, nor contaminate
or be contaminated, can be sterilised, wrapped,
vacuum packed, thermo sealed and given its thermal
conductivity rapidly frozen or heated with minimal
energy. Pharmaceuticals sealed in aluminium have
infinite lives. After use foil a food packaging is
invariably discarded and incinerated as waste, organics
combust and release carbon, stored energy aluminium
is recovered from bottom ash and recycled.
Aluminium sets the circular economy standard for all
foundation materials, by offsetting carbon, through
the efficient use of resources and energy, reduction
of emissions to air and water, reduction of waste and
infinitely high recycling rates.
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TOWARD SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION
THROUGH ALUMINIUM
By Hiren R Kotadia and Zushu Li
WMG (Warwick Manufacturing Group), University of Warwick, CV4 7AL, UK
Aluminium is the second most consumed metal in the world, after
steel. Major aluminium users are transport, construction, equipment
and packaging manufacturing industries. After over thirty years of
research and development, Al alloys became the most attractive
automotive material because of its low density (one third the
density of steel) and almost equivalent specific strength (strength/
density), formability, crash resistance and superior corrosion
resistance. Recent study showed that using Al instead of steel may
achieve 50% weight saving in body-in-white (BIW) application,
which may lead to a 30-40% overall weight reduction. This option
becomes further attractive for the automotive manufacturer
to meet the government’s “Road to Zero’’ strategy through the
e-vehicles (EVs), where battery weight is approximately 400-800kg,
which needs to be compensated through weight saving in other
parts. Al plays an important role in the EVs through innovation,
and most recent study concludes that EVs have approximately
30% higher Al than internal combustion engine (ICE) cars. It is
expected that use of Al in cars to continuously grow by as much as
30% in the next ten years, not only for the structu`ral components
but also from the use in e-motor case, electric wire, battery cell
and modules, cathode aluminium foil etc. At the same time, there
is limitation on what we can achieve through existing Al-alloys
and manufacturing routes. Therefore, new research is required
to develop advanced high strength Al-alloys in conjunction with
the processing routes such as heat treatment, forming process,
joining etc whilst maintaining both cost and production cycle time.
In the last ten years, most of the major Al suppliers have been
developing new 5xxx (Al-Mg) and 6xxx (Al-Mg-Si) alloys to
meet OEMs demand by altering alloy chemistry and processing
conditions. 7xxx (Al-Zn-Cu) alloys automotive sheets are also
developed for greater strength, however, this type of alloy is not
attractive in terms of cost and corrosion. Most current trends show
that automotive sheet alloys tilt more and more towards 6xxx
alloys from 5xxx mainly because of higher strength and formability.
At the same time, there is a high demand from OEMs to develop
high strength (> 400 MPa, tensile strength) Al alloys for bumper,

safety cage and battery pack to replace steel. Formability of
Al-alloys is also an issue that needs further research and
development as 5xxx and 6xxx have slightly less formability,
approximately 10% lower than the steel counterpart. This limitation
can be overcome through hot-forming and quenching. Besides
the formability, many more aspects of the forming process are
needed to consider – e.g. forming speeds, tooling, cooling, etc.
Also, welding between different aluminium alloys, and with other
metals, need to be the focus of research before claiming success in
the development of materials for automotive applications. In the
future, it is unlikely that cars will ever be manufactured using just
aluminium or steel. Currently EVs, facing one specific challenge
to weld dissimilar materials (Cu/Al) in battery enclosure and
defect free weld at module level. It therefore becomes essential
to develop joining techniques for dissimilar metals, and even
between different classes of alloy systems. Above all, it is essential
to put complete recycling management from alloy design to
end-of-life vehicles (ELVs), which will increase recycling and lead
us to complete suitability.
WMG work on this multifaceted problem by integrating material
science, processing, and advanced tools like Machine Learning
(ML)/Artificial Intelligence (AI) and supply chain management. On
Al-alloy our research centres adopting fundamental and applied
research to engineer microstructure for transport applications,
including recycling to increase residual elements tolerance such
as Fe on Al alloys. Our research on forming focuses on improving
material formability through hot-forming and quenching. On
welding and joining, we are using Self-Piercing Riveting (SPR),
ultrasonic welding and Remote Laser Welding (RLW) for BIW
and battery construction. We also use ML/AI tools to improve
scrap metals separation and waste management. Our research
and development is enabled by the world leading material
testing facilities at WMG capable of testing materials from the
coupon to component level and the characterisation facilities
capable of analysis materials up to nanometers (nm) by using
advanced microscopes.

Figure 1. WMG research activities starting from the alloy designing to the materials recycling.
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NEW INNOVATION FUND FOR THE METALS SECTOR
Businesses in the aluminium sector and supply chain can now take advantage of a new
£22m fund for research and innovation, being delivered by the Materials Processing
Institute on behalf of the funding body, InnovateUK. Known as PRISM, the fund is aiming
to support businesses in the steel and metals sector to decarbonise, adopt new digital
technologies, or improve recycling through the circular economy.
Any business in the sector that is looking
to adopt new technologies, improve
processes, or develop new products in
one of these three areas, could be eligible
to benefit from the fund.
The funding can be used to subsidise the
cost of accessing specialist innovation
support from the Materials Processing
Institute by up to 50% for collaborative
innovation projects. Business can also
carry out private research projects with
the Institute at a 25% subsidy. In all
instances the projects can be carried out
under full commercial confidentiality, with
results kept secret.
The programme is being overseen by
an industrial advisory which includes
representatives from the UK steel and
metals sector, including ALFED CEO,
Tom Jones.
The Teesside based Materials Processing
Institute has eight decades of experience
in new innovation and technology
development, initially for the steel sector,
but more recently with a broader metals
remit. Capabilities at the Institute
include advanced microscopy and
materials characterisation, all the way
up to pilot scale melting and casting.
The research focus of the Institute covers
the areas of advanced materials, industrial
decarbonisation, circular economy and
digital technologies.

CEO of the Institute Chris McDonald,
who is also chair of the UK Metals Council
said: ‘This PRISM programme is a real
vote of confidence in the sector by the
UK government and a massive opportunity
for businesses large and small in the
aluminium supply chain, to access our
world leading facilities and expertise at
massively subsidised rates. The Institute
has a long history in the successful
development of innovation for the metals
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sector and we look forward to offering
these services, through PRISM, to
an increasingly broader part of the
metals community.’
For more information, or to submit an
idea for a project, check out the Institute
website at www.mpiuk.com and click
on ‘PRISM’, or email the Institute CTO
Alan Scholes at: alan.scholes@mpiuk.com.

HEALTH & SAFET Y

DID YOU KNOW THAT EACH YEAR MORE MEN ARE
DIAGNOSED WITH PROSTATE CANCER THAN
WOMEN WITH BREAST CANCER?
If a Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA) test is carried out and symptoms are
found early, it is not a death sentence.
Catching this insidious disease early can prolong a life. All it takes is
a simple blood test.
Most men ignore the symptoms:
• Going to the toilet more frequently at night
• Suddenly have the urge to pass urine
• Feeling uncomfortable and think there might be an issue
Graham Fulford Charitable Trust (GFCT) have been testing men
since 2005 and have carried out over 153,000 tests. Worryingly the
average age of the men who has symptoms of prostate cancer are
getting younger. It is recommended that any man over the age
of 40 is tested.
To get tested is easy and extremely quick. A simple self-testing kit can
be sent to the employees work or home address. It is a simple finger
prick test. Once the test has been completed the blood is sent to the
laboratory and the result is approved by two clinicians. The result is
available to access online.
If you would like to get your employees tested please contact Kathy
Romback at ALFED - email: kromback@alfed.org.uk.

ALFED HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENTAL
SUPPORT GROUP
One of the
most important
inclusive elements
of ALFED membership
is the Health, Safety
and Environmental
Support Group.
This dynamic group meets at least quarterly and is open to all members of ALFED. Members include H&S practitioners, engineers and
operations personnel from across all ALFED companies underpinned by consultants and with active participation by the Health and
Safety Executive and the Environment Agency, a veritable powerhouse of knowledge and support.
The group objectives are to identify, understand, share knowledge and best practice, to create safe and secure workplaces, that
comply with legislation. We do this by identifying, reviewing and promoting health and safety standards within the industry to take
a holistic approach, considering employee well-being, materials handling, hazards, culture technology, respiratory issues,
safeguarding and much more. This will enable us to interact, advise and influence future legislation.
Our next quarterly meeting will take place on 25th May.

For more information please contact
Margaret Lane at ALFED’s office:
Tel: 0330 236 2800 Email: mlane@alfed.org.uk.
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
The British Safety Industry Federation (BSIF) has created the
Registered Safety Supplier Scheme (RSSS) to support the UK safety
market. Companies displaying the scheme’s logo have signed a
binding declaration that the safety equipment and services they
offer meet the appropriate standards, fully complies with the PPE
regulations and is appropriately CE marked.
The mission of the scheme is to provide
assurance to users that only compliant and
correctly performing products are being
supplied through a capable, educated
and competent supply chain. The scheme
provides a recognized route to enable
a member to demonstrate compliance
with due diligence – discharging the
obligations of an economic operator
under PPE Regulation (EU) 2016/425.

A REGISTERED SAFETY SUPPLIER
SCHEME MEMBER:
• Formally declares and commits to
selling only Certified PPE and safety
products that perform to claims made
• Submits their products to random
independent scheme testing
• Commits to having their customer
facing staff educated and accredited in
the Safe Supply Course
• Maintains a company Quality Policy
• Holds necessary authorisation for
service provision
• As a Federation member trades
honestly and ethically

WHO BENEFITS:
• The purchasers and end users of safety
products and PPE – with product that
performs as it should
• The purchasers and users of safety
products and PPE—sourced from
capable and value adding suppliers

THE OBLIGATIONS OF A
REGISTERED SAFETY SUPPLIER:
• Completing a formal, binding
declaration that all products will comply
with the requirements of applicable
legislation and that any specific product
performance claims are genuine
• Having the capability to manage
a product recall process and take
other corrective actions and maintaining
a quality policy which includes the BSIF
prescribed statement
• For PPE, submitting to the testing
of one product per year (randomly
selected from their offering) to
indicative performance clauses to
any standards for which certification
is claimed. This audit will include all
relevant documentation
• For safety equipment outside of
mainstream PPE, not regulated by
publicly available standards and audit
of relevant documentation and
assessment of claims will be made
against one product/service for the
published range P.A.
• For organisations authorised by
manufacturers to service, calibrate and/
or re-certify products, submitting an
audit of the manufacturers authorisation
• Proof of adequate liability insurance
• Commitment to educate and accredit
customer facing staff within the BSIF
Safe Supply Qualification

• For Distributors/Importers of PPE,
demonstration that they comply with
the “Obligations and Responsibilities”
required by (EU) 2016/425 through
maintenance of the audited
Compliance Protocol
BSIF encourage the companies who
purchase PPE to sign up to become
a supporter of the scheme. Supporters
agree that they will always try to buy
from a company that is a member
of the RSS Scheme meaning that they
recognise the vital importance of sourcing
PPE that does its job properly and can
be relied upon. Companies that sign up
to be supporters show their commitment
to safety in the workplace and this is
recognised by the RSS Scheme by putting
their logo onto the website to highlight
the commitment made.
To find a Registered Safety Supplier you
can go to the dedicated website:
www.registeredsafetysupplierscheme.
co.uk and use the ‘suppliers’ tab. This
will give you a full list of the members of
the scheme and will help you to source
products from those that know what
they are talking about and have years of
experience within the PPE industry.
Remember ‘anyone can sell safety, but you
shouldn’t buy safety from just anyone’.

ALFED HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT DAY
WHEN:

Tuesday 5 October 2021

WHERE:

Wolverhampton, West Midlands

• A one-day conference with presentations on current
issues and upcoming legislation. Topics include:
• Alcohol & drug abuse in the workplace
• Occupational health & the ageing workforce
• Mental health first aid training
• Exhibitions from H, S & E supply and service providers.
• All in one space to optimise networking opportunities.

For more information about the programme and exhibition opportunities please contact
Margaret Lane at ALFED’s office: Tel: 0330 236 2800 Email: mlane@alfed.org.uk.
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GALLAGHER’S KEY CONSIDERATIONS WHEN
REVIEWING YOUR BUSINESS CONTINUITY PROGRAMME
Gallagher understands
we live in an unpredictable
world, where disruptions
can impact an organisation
at any moment.
All organisations must be
prepared to respond to
an emergency, disaster or
crisis and have pre-planned
strategies in place that
enable them to recover
from the effects of these
types of situations.
Business Continuity Management (BCM)
helps increase organisational resilience by
identifying priority activities, developing
suitable strategies and solutions for
continuity following disruption and
allocating necessary resources to minimise
the impact of disruption.
Here at Gallagher we have captured
some of the key points businesses should
consider when assessing suitability.

DOES TOP MANAGEMENT
DEMONSTRATE THEIR SUPPORT?
Both the ISO Standard for BCM (ISO
22301:2019) and the Business Continuity
Institute’s ‘Good Practice Guidelines’
emphasise the importance of the most
senior personnel in an organisation
providing appropriate support to
BCM efforts. This includes BCM
policy sign-off, assigning roles and

responsibilities and providing practical
and financial support to meeting the
BCM programme’s objectives.

HAVE BCM ARRANGEMENTS
BEEN DEVELOPED BASED ON
A COMPREHENSIVE BUSINESS
IMPACT ANALYSIS PROCESS?
A Business Impact Analysis (BIA) process
looks at the impact on an organisation’s
delivery of products and services in the
event of disruption. It helps to prioritise
activities to minimise any adverse effects,
and forms the foundation of developing
continuity strategies and solutions.
Without this process in place it is very
difficult to be confident set procedures
are fit for purpose.

HAVE YOU VALIDATED YOUR
BCM ARRANGEMENTS THROUGH
A PROGRAMME OF TESTING,
EXERCISING, MAINTENANCE
AND REVIEW?
Gallagher believes once BCM
arrangements are in place, validation is
needed to ensure, as far as practicable,
that they are workable. Various types of
tests and exercises should be carried out,
ranging from simple discussions through
to, potentially, ‘live’ simulations. Regular
reviews enable an organisation to keep
plans up to date, reflecting changes
in delivery of products and services,
personnel, processes and technology.

DO YOU UPDATE YOUR BCM
ARRANGEMENTS IN LIGHT OF
YOUR EXPERIENCES OR THAT
OF OTHERS?
The outbreak of the global COVID-19
pandemic in 2019 led to many
18
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organisations referring to their BCM
arrangements for guidance. According
to Gallagher’s assessment many found
that the analysis carried out to develop
and document business continuity plans
was extremely useful, even if specific
continuity strategies for responding to
a pandemic had not been considered
such as restrictions on business activity
being imposed by local and national
governments. Lessons in improving
BCM capabilities can also be learned
from observing the actions of
other organisations.

IS BCM EMBEDDED WITHIN
THE ORGANISATION?
The key concepts of BCM should be part
of the management business model in any
organisation ranging from new starter kits,
through to ensuring it is fully considered
in any change project.

HOW CAN GALLAGHER, MAJOR
RISKS PRACTICE (MRP) HELP?
Gallagher has experienced and
qualified BCM specialists who can assist
organisations in all aspects of business
continuity ranging from initial business
continuity plan development through
to full gap analyses of mature
BCM programmes.
Gallagher MRP are associated partners
to ALFED. For more information, please
contact Russell Gregg, Director at Major
Risks Practice: russell_gregg@ajg.com

INSURAN CE
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ENGINEERING SUSTAINABLE FUTURES
ALFED is pleased to announce its
continued partnership with Bloodhound
Education and sponsorship of a handson project for 11 to 14-year olds which
enables them to work as future engineers
putting the design & technology and
science curriculum into practice as well
as developing wider work skills. This
sustainable tools project called ‘You
can change the world’ takes students
on a journey from the cutting-edge
technologies of land speed record cars,
to the inventive engineers of rural Africa,
learning about the United Nation’s
sustainable development goals along
the way. It investigates manufacturing,
raising awareness of aluminium and its
recycling properties, waste management
solutions and the UN sustainable
development goals.
“A fantastic project covering many aspects
of the curriculum and easily adaptable
for a series of lessons in the classroom or
a home school activity. This project is a
real eye opener to many young people

to engage them now and also in future
careers” - Secondary school teacher
This is in addition to the very popular
“Desert Wheels” project which was
launched in 2018 for 7 to 11- year olds
and continues to be a go-to resource
for teachers with over 9,500 students
using it in the classroom or at home in
2021. Students work in teams to design
and build wheels for a model car using
recycled aluminium cans, which they
then test on a simulated desert track.
The Bloodhound Education charity
specialises in bringing the curriculum
to life and making the link between the
classroom and careers.
“We showcase innovative technology
through a programme of hi-quality
engineering and enrichment activities
both in schools and through on-line
projects. The funds from The Aluminium
Federation will help us continue to
support teachers and parents in the
educational recovery from Covid-19
and deliver on our mission to inspire
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students to explore and pursue
science, technology, engineering
and maths,” said Kirsty Allpress
CEO of Bloodhound Education.

MANAGEMENT COURSES
ONLINE ILM QUALIFICATIONS
The ALFED management & leadership
programmes are delivered by trained
professionals who have proven expertise
in their field. They are delivered through
a range of workshops that encourage
learning and participation.

• Introduction to project management

• Decision making

• Developing functional awareness

• Change management

When: 20 & 21 April

Duration: 9.30-12.30

Cost: ALFED members £295+vat/person
Non members £395+vat/person
• Module: Management essentials

Our programmes help all managers of
all levels to deliver success.

• The difference between leadership
and management

ILM qualifications offer a mix of theory,
knowledge and practical application.
The qualification encourages learners to
draw on their own experiences, gaining
new skills and to adopt best practice
moving forward.

• Why become a great manager?

HOW TO BECOME A
GREAT MANAGER - ILM LEVEL 3
Who is it for: The ILM Level 3 is entry
level and suitable for those new to
leadership with no management
experience or training and those
wishing to develop or improve upon
their practical management skills.
What will I learn:
• The difference between leadership
and management
• Why become a great manager?
• What is management?
• The foundational management
principles
• Understanding management styles
and their implications
• Module: Team management

• Management principals
• Management styles and implications

• Communication skills
• Dealing with management
information
• Delegation
When: 6 & 7 July

Duration: 9.30-12.30

Cost: ALFED members £295+vat/person
Non members £395+vat/person

• Module: Managing within
the organisation

Duration: 9.30-12.30

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT
FOR PEAK PERFORMANCE IN A
COMPLEX WORLD – ILM LEVEL 5
Introduction to complexity in management
Who is it for: The ILM level 5 award
is suitable for experienced managers
with significant leadership responsibility
looking to enhance performance
or prepare for senior management
responsibilities.
What will I learn:

• Module: Managing yourself
• Introduction to neuroscience
• Emotional intelligence in
management
• Refining your management style
• Business ethics
• Motivation and goal setting

• Understanding performance
management

When: 15 & 16 June

• Developing and managing KPIs

Cost: ALFED members £495+vat/person
Non members £595+vat/person

• Introduction to handling conflict
and dispute resolution

• Advanced finance for
non-financial managers

Cost: ALFED members £495+vat/person
Non members £595+vat/person

• Taking over an existing team

• Introduction to business structures
and basic business law

• Managing managers to manage

When: 19 & 20 May

• Designing a team

• Introduction to HR management

• Team management

Duration: 9.30-12.30

• Module: Managing managers
• Business skills

• Communication

• Introduction to economics
and sustainability

• Introduction to finance for
non-financial managers

• Introduction to organisational
behaviours and analysis
21
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• Business process re-engineering
for organisational transformation
• Managing upwards
• Strategic management
• Sales, HR, marketing and practice
management
• Operations management
• Project management
When: 7 & 8 September
Duration: 9.30-12.30

Cost: ALFED members £495+vat/person
Non members £595+vat/person

For more information or to book
a place please contact our training
and education manager,
Kathy Romback.
Email: kromback@alfed.org.uk.
Tel: 07899 924 315.

More training opportunities are
available on the ALFED website:
http://bit.ly/TrainWithALFED.

ALFED SALES & E-LEARNING COURSES
SALES COURSES

E-LEARNING

• Digital sales programme

• LinkedIn mastery

The ALFED digital sales programme will
equip you with the skills needed to drive
more sales and increase your on-target
earnings.

Who is it for: If you are ready to get
serious about using LinkedIn properly,
then this online course is for you!
Discover a system for using LinkedIn
to generate a consistent pipeline of
new leads and for building long-term,
profitable relationships in your niche
market. But why should you use LinkedIn
to generate a consistent pipeline of new
business leads, build strong long-term
relationships with your clients now?

You will learn how to make extra sales
faster and more effectively using social
selling techniques.
This course is a live, interactive, presenter
led online training one morning a week
for six weeks to include tools like LinkedIn
and other social media platforms.
We will start from the basics of selling up
to some advanced techniques, such as:
• Introduction to digital selling
• Advanced consultative selling
• Using social channels to prospect and
generate new leads
• Communication and engagement
• Social content
• Integration and strategy
Designed to help you integrate digital
techniques into your sales process to
acquire more prospects, reduce lead
times, nurture customers and drive
revenue.
When: 8, 15, 22 & 29 June and 6 & 13 July
Duration: One morning a week for
six weeks

Cost: ALFED members £595+vat/person
Non members £695+vat/person

• LinkedIn can move you beyond
a large marketing spend
• LinkedIn can establish you as an
authority in your market
• You can grow your network faster
and more effectively
• You can leverage your results
through understanding
What will I learn: This course is designed
to allow you to learn and develop your
skills in an easy and practical way. Over
the 7-weeks you will grow your skills each
week which will help you develop new
connections, clients and leads.
When you know exactly how to use
LinkedIn, you can achieve incredible and
very easily measurable results. When
you have the right system, you will have a
strategic advantage in your niche market
for generating more leads and converting
more connections into clients more often.

how to lead conversations masterfully
from the first touch point to an ongoing
relationship. Our course will help you
overcome a host of selling related
challenges and unlocks all of the potential
your market contains.
When: Flexible E-Learning, start anytime
Duration: 4 weeks

Cost: ALFED members £225+vat/person
Non members £275+vat/person
• Digital transformation
The course will cover:
• How technology has changed our
world of work
• The mechanics of disruption
• Digital trends
• The path to digital transformation
• Digital transformation success stories
Who is it for: Team Leaders, Managers
and Business owners.
`What will I learn: Digital transformation
involves optimizing processes and making
workflows faster, easier, and more efficient
because instead of spending hours
processing paperwork, you can create
digital workflows which increase efficiency
and allow employees to focus on other
activities.
When: Flexible E-Learning, start anytime
Duration: 4 weeks

Cost: ALFED members £225+vat/person
Non members £275+vat/person

When: Flexible E-Learning, start anytime
Duration: 7 modules over 7 weeks

Cost: ALFED members £125+vat/person –
Non members £175+vat/person
• Advanced consultative selling skills
Advanced consultative selling, also known
as Rainmaker Selling, takes selling to the
next level. It is designed to make sales work
the way people buy, not the way you sell.
Who is it for: This course is for you if you
want to become the best salesperson/
business development professional in your
market or the go-to expert for all clients
who are serious about finding the right
solution for their challenges.
What will I learn: This comprehensive
program will teach you and your team
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For more information or to book a
place please contact our training and
education manager, Kathy Romback.
Email: kromback@alfed.org.uk.
Tel: 07899 924 315.

HEALTH & SAFETY COURSES
The ALFED online health & safety courses are now available. These courses are all CPD accredited
and certified by various accrediting agencies, including iirsm, The CPD Certification Service and ILM.
All of these courses are fully online and
the course material will be available
to the candidate for one year after the
completion of the certification period.
• Asbestos Awareness
(RoSPA & IATP Approved)
As well as informing you about the risks
of working with asbestos, the course will
deliver a lot more information about:
Recognising asbestos, where it’s used,
minimising the risks and the legislation
about working with asbestos.
• Manual Handling (CPD Approved)
This course outlines exactly what
constitutes manual handling and covers
the regulations and legislation that
apply to manual handling tasks.
• Basic Fire Safety Awareness
(RoSPA, IFE & CPD Approved)
This course explains, in brief, why
fires occur and what actions you must
take to help prevent them starting
and the actions you must take when
they do. By completing this course
you will be making your workplace
a safer environment.
• Fire Marshal (RoSPA & CPD Approved)
The main outcome of this training
course is to provide you with the
knowledge to carry out the functions
of a fire marshal.
• Fire Extinguisher Safety
(RoSPA & CPD Approved)
Learn how to identify the different
types of fire extinguishers that might
be installed within your workplace and
what situations they might be used in.
• Abrasive Wheels (IIRSM Approved)
This course is aimed at anyone who
uses abrasive wheels, or employs
people who use abrasive wheels as
part of their work. It covers different
types of abrasive wheel, safety in
their use and how to identify the t
ype of wheel.
• Working at Height (RoSPA Approved)
This course is aimed at anyone who
undertakes work at height, or who
employs people who regularly work at
height. It covers what constitutes work
at height, the safety issues, and how to
assess and reduce some of the risks.
• Control of Substances Hazardous to

•

•

•

•

•

•

Health (COSHH) (IIRSM Approved)
This course covers what you need to
know about the Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health.
Working Safely (RoSPA & IIRSM Approved)
Working safely is in the interest and
concern of all staff – both the
employers and employees. Workers
have an expectation to go home at
the end of the working day not having
been injured.
Emergency First Aid at Work - Refresher
This Emergency First Aid Refresher
course will highlight some of the most
common situations that you might come
across and the actions that you can take
to help.
Workplace Health and Safety
(IIRSM Approved)
At the end of this course you will have
an understanding of health and safety
legislation and you’ll be able to list
common causes of accidents. You’ll also
be able to understand good practice in
relation to electricity.
Working in Confined Space
(IIRSM Approved)
This course will cover the legislation
associated with working in confined
spaces. What constitutes a confined
space, the potential hazards, safe
operating procedures, and emergency
procedures and rescue.
Introduction to Risk Assessment
(IIRSM Approved)
At the end of this course, candidates
will have an understanding of what
a risk assessment is and how to
complete one. To achieve this the
course will define important terms,
provide some basic background
information to explain how important
risk assessments are and discuss some
of the legislation that applies.
Electrical Safety (IIRSM Approved)
This course will start by covering the
many benefits electricity brings to
society, as well as its key components
voltage, current and resistance. It
will explain the two main types of
electricity, cover UK accident and death
statistics, and describe a simple way of
remembering the electrical hazards.
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• Slips, Trips and Falls (IIRSM Approved)
This course will introduce you to some
of the statistics relating to slips, trips
and falls and dispel some of the myths
surrounding them.
• Noise Awareness (IIRSM Approved)
This course will show you how
dangerous noise can be in the
workplace, and the main safety issues
you should be aware of. It will take you
through some of the simple science,
the main laws that apply and introduce
you to noise level limits.
• Risk Assessment
At the end of this course, candidates
will have an understanding of what
a risk assessment is and how to
complete one. To achieve this the
course will define important terms,
provide some basic background
information to explain how important
risk assessments are and discuss some
of the legislation that applies.
• Personal Safety for Lone Workers
This course acts as an introduction to
personal safety for lone workers and
applies to those that work alone within
business premises, mobile workers
and homeworkers.
• Display Screen Equipment
This course is aimed at companies
who employ users of display screen
equipment, or DSE as it’s often called
and is intended to be completed by
those who will be assessing the DSE
set ups of employees. DSE is a term
that covers a wide range of equipment.
If equipment like this is not set up
correctly, users are at increased risk
from certain disorders.
• Behavioural Safety
This course defines behavioural safety
and explains the origins of the concept.
It covers how it can be implemented
in the workplace and some of the
potential benefits.
Cost: Prices start from £45+vat/person
per course
For any queries please contact our
training and education manager, Kathy
Romback. Email: kromback@alfed.org.uk.
Tel: 07899 924 315.

ALFED TECHNICAL TRAINING COURSES
INTRODUCTION TO ALUMINIUM
– INTRODUCTORY/
BEGINNER LEVEL
These webinars introduce and provide
a broad basic knowledge of aluminium
and its industry for support staff,
administration, accounts, purchasing,
for those who are progressing their
careers into sales, marketing,
manufacturing or quality roles and
for new entrants into the aluminium
industry assuming no prior knowledge
of aluminium or understanding of
manufacturing.
• Heat Treatment of Aluminium –
Module 4
This module outlines:
• The difference between non-heat
treatable alloys and heat treatable alloys
• How non heat treatable alloys are strain
hardened and heat treatable alloys
age hardened

• Elastic and Plastic Behaviour of
Metals – Module 5
This module outlines:
• Understanding how metals behave
under load, and the applicability of
the significant characteristics to
product design
• How characteristics are determined/
proved by tensile and/or
hardness testing
When: 8 April
• Production of Wrought Aluminium –
Module 6
This module outlines:
• How plate, slab, shate, sheet and foil
are produced and some of their
innovative applications
• Introduction to product defects
When: 22 April

• Understanding this module completes
the understanding required to select
correct alloys for applications

• Extrusion – Module 7
The super-plasticity of aluminium at
moderate temperatures sets aluminium
apart from all other metals in its ability
to be extruded.
This module outlines:
• The extrusion process
• Exploring its potentials, product
designs and applications
• A study of extrusion introduced defects
When: 13 May
• Drawing, Shaping and Forming
of Aluminium – Module 8
A broad survey of how aluminium is
shaped, formed, manipulated, cut,
fabricated.
This module outlines:
• How aluminium is joined and/or bonded
• Explaining the potential of emerging
hot forming technologies
• Thought provoking technologies for
the designers
When: 27 May
• Corrosion and Protection of
Aluminium - Module 9
This module outlines:
• Explaining what corrosion is
and its various mechanisms
• Researches alternative coating
and protection methods
• Ending with eye catching examples
of coated architecture
When: 9 June

When: 25 March

• Casting technologies – Module 10
More correctly liquid aluminium
engineering, this module compliments
both Modules 3, 7 and 8 by exploring
how castings offer alternative
manufacturing processes. This module
outlines the various techniques and
their application to specific product
applications.
When: 24 June
The format of these modules is live,
tutor-led interactive webinar and the
approx. length of each is 30-45 minutes.
Cost: ALFED members offer 2 for 1:
£33.33+vat/2 persons
Non members: £33.33 +vat/person
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WORLD OF ALUMINIUM
– INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

ALUMINIUM FOR ENGINEERS
– ADVANCED LEVEL

The World of Aluminium is an intermediate
level technical course and is specifically
designed for production engineers,
process and quality technicians,
stockholders, customer facing sales/
marketing persons and material/product
purchasing individuals. This course is
aimed at individuals who require a solid
basic understanding to confidently
engage with the aluminium industry
and its products.

An intensive course that creates the
foundation and builds up knowledge from
basic introduction to metals to the wide
application of aluminium. The ‘Aluminium
for Engineers’ syllabus covers metallurgy,
specification, heat treatment, wrought
processing, joining, testing, corrosion,
coating and more.

The course is designed for both those with
minimum knowledge of welding and those
transitioning into aluminium from steel.
The course is also suitable for designers,
engineers and technicians.

All participants get a complimentary copy
of the Aluminium Federations’ book ‘The
Properties of Aluminium and its Alloys’.

• Aluminium properties applicable
to welding

The course creates a solid basic
understanding of aluminium, aluminium
metallurgy, heat treatment and metal
forming processes. It assumes no prior
knowledge of metallurgy, and is
specifically tailored to the background,
industry sector and jobs of the delegates.

This course is aimed at metallurgists,
designers, manufacturing engineers and
companies transitioning into aluminium.

• Aluminium welding metallurgy

Technical elements are balanced with
insights into the history of aluminium, its
growth as the strategic metal of society,
its sustainability properties and illustration
of products, to create a holistic broad
rounded knowledge.
This live, tutor-led interactive workshop
will be delivered over two consecutive
mornings via our zoom platform.

This live, tutor-led interactive workshop
will be delivered over four mornings via
our online platform.
When: 26 & 27 April and 5 & 6 May:
9.30-12.30
Cost: ALFED members £395+vat/person
Non members £495+vat/person

For more information or to
book a place please contact
our training and education

When: 28 & 29 September 2021: 9.30-12.30

manager, Kathy Romback.

Cost: ALFED members £199+vat/person
Non members £299+vat/person

Email: kromback@alfed.org.uk.
Tel: 07899 924 315.

WELDING OF
ALUMINIUM COURSE –
INTRODUCTORY/BEGINNER LEVEL

Elements covered include:

• Theory of welding
• Aluminium alloys weldability and
applications
• Consideration of heat & energy
• Thermal welding effects
• Temperature measurement
• Welding defects
• Non-destructive testing
• Welding health issues
• Introduction to all welding techniques
and their applicability Fusion, MIG,
TIG< CMT, Forge, Spot Resistance
Pressure, Laser, Diffusion and
Magnetic Impulse
• Welding effects on heat treated
aluminium
This live, tutor-led interactive workshop
will be delivered over two consecutive
mornings via our online platform.
When: 7 & 8 July: 9.00 – 12.30

Cost: ALFED members £199+vat/person
Non-members £299 +vat/person

More training opportunities are available on our website: bit.ly/TrainWithALFED
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DIRECTORY OF
MEMBERS AND KNOWLEDGE PARTNERS

HELPING EVERYONE INVOLVED IN THE UK ALUMINIUM MAKE CONNECTIONS

MEMBERS

3M UNITED KINGDOM
Berkshire
www.3m.co.uk

ALUK (GB)
01344 857873

3O
0208 4687335

West Midlands
www.aalco.co.uk/birmingham

Inverness-shire
01397 902233
www.alvancealuminiumgroup.com/
0121 7898686

AMAG UK
Surrey
www.amag-al4u.com/en.html
02476 100567

Renfrewshire
0141 5345513
www.strath.ac.uk/research/
advancedformingresearchcentre/

Hampshire
www.aesmetals.co.uk/

Warwickshire
www.allmetal.co.uk

ARCONIC GLOBAL ROLLED PRODUCTS
01274 805104

0121 2528000

0207 7804200

ARZYZ UK
London
www.arzyz.com/en/

CAPALEX - CAPITAL ALUMINIUM
EXTRUSIONS
Cumbria
www.capalex.co.uk/

01946 811771

Derbyshire
01246 811163
www.capital-refractories.com/uk/

West Midlands
www.cashmores.com/

01922 720930

Milton Keynes
www.chemetall.com/

01908 649333

CMK (TREATMENTS)

01932 249546
0052 81 82 88 0000

ASC METALS LINCOLN
Lincolnshire
www.ascmetals.com/

01522 501777

0121 5523131

Warwickshire
www.coleshill-aluminium.com/

01675 463170

CONCORDIA INTERNATIONAL
FORWARDING

0191 4012362

ASH & LACY FINISHES
West Midlands
www.ashandlacy.com/

West Midlands
www.cmkgroup.co.uk/

COLESHILL ALUMINIUM

0121 5551500

0121 5251444

01895 444066

Middlesex
www.concordiafreight.com/

ASPECT POWDER COATING

COVENTYA

West Midlands
01384 826115
www.aspectpowdercoatings.com/

West Midlands
www.coventya.com/

01784 262200

01902 797 990

01384 456777

AVON METALS
Gloucestershire
www.avonmetals.com/

ALMETRON

D
01452 874500

01978 660297

AXALTA POWDER COATING SYSTEMS UK

ALPHA ANODISING & FINISHING
West Midlands
01384 233330
www.alpha-finishing.co.uk/home.php

County Durham
01325 347003
www.axalta.com/powdercoatings_gb/en_
GB.html

ALUBEND
Shropshire
www.alubend.com/

Shropshire
01746 788 111
www.bridgnorthaluminium.co.uk/

CHEMETALL

London
www.argusmedia.com/

ALLOY HEAT TREATMENT

BRIDGNORTH ALUMINIUM

CASHMORES METALS

ARGUS MEDIA

ALL METAL SERVICES

Shropshire
01948 780441
www.befesaaluminium.com/web/en/
encuentranos/detalle/Befesa-Salt-Slags-Ltd

CAPITAL REFRACTORIES

01256 886499

AKZO NOBEL POWDER COATINGS
Newcastle Upon Tyne
www.akzonobel.com/

0191 499 0770

West Midlands
www.arconic.com/

AKZO NOBEL POWDER COATINGS
West Midlands
www.akzonobel.com/

Tyne and Wear
www.apc-gb.com/

ARCONIC MANUFACTURING (GB)

AIR PRODUCTS
Surrey
www.airproducts.co.uk/

ARCHITECTURAL POWDER COATINGS

01932 576820

AES METALS

BEFESA SALT SLAGS

C
01442 260845

West Yorkshire
www.arconic.com/

AERO METALS ALLIANCE

01372 450661

01953 602771

AMARI METALS
West Midlands

ADVANCED FORMING RESEARCH
CENTRE (AFRC)

West Midlands
www.aerometalsalliance.com/

01527 597757

01606 872987

BARLEY CHALU
Norfolk
www.barleychalu.co.uk/

ALVANCE BRITISH ALUMINIUM

ABM (ADV BRIGHTWARE
MANUFACTURING)
West Midlands
www.advbrightware.com/

01536 262437

0121 5853600

ABL COMPONENTS
West Midlands
www.ablcomponents.co.uk/

Northamptonshire
www.alishapes.co.uk/

Worcestershire
www.alupro.org.uk/

AALCO

BACK TO BARE METAL
Cheshire
www.backtobaremetal.com/

ALUPRO

A

Clwyd
www.almetron.co.uk/

01633 810440

ALUMINIUM SHAPES

Kent
www.3olimited.com/

West Midlands
www.alloyheat.co.uk

B

Chepstow
www.uk.aluk.com/

03333 050690

28
www.alfed.org.uk

DORE METAL SERVICES
Kent
www.doremetals.co.uk/

01795 473551

MEMBERS

GESTAMP UK

E
ELECTROSTATIC COATING
Leicestershire
www.escoating.co.uk/

HYDRO EXTRUSION UK

County Durham
www.gestamp.com/en/home
0116 2624671

GOULD ALLOYS
Derbyshire
www.gouldalloys.com/

Milton Keynes
www.elumatec.com/en/home

GSM ALUMINIUM

West Midlands
www.uk.emrgroup.com/

Derbyshire
www.altek-al.com/

Shropshire
www.epwin.co.uk/

01952 293229

West Midlands
www.heattreat2000.co.uk/

IMPRESSION TECHNOLOGIES

INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS
01246 383737

HEAT TREATMENT 2000

EPWIN GROUP

01773 549300

West Midlands
0203 6673593
www.impression-technologies.com/

HARSCO ALTEK EUROPE
02045 028968

Derbyshire
www.hydro.com/en-GB

I
01274 581710

H

0121 5288961

ENVIROBUILD MATERIALS
London
www.envirobuild.com/

01246 263300

West Yorkshire
www.gsmltd.co.uk/

EMR - EUROPEAN METAL
RECYCLING

Gloucestershire
01773 872761
www.hydro.com/en/cheltenhamextr/

HYDRO EXTRUSION UK

ELUMATEC UNITED KINGDOM
01908 580800

01325 329168

Surrey
www.industrialphysics.com/ic

0203 9363565

INNOVAL TECHNOLOGY
0121 526 2000

Oxfordshire
www.innovaltec.com/

01295 702800

HERAEUS NOBLELIGHT

IPG PHOTONICS (UK)

Cheshire
0151 3532710
www.heraeus-infraredsolutions.co.uk/

West Midlands
www.ipgphotonics.com/en

EXLABESA EXTRUSIONS DONCASTER

HITACHI HIGH-TECH ANALYTICAL
SCIENCE

ISC - INTERNATIONAL SAFETY
COMPONENTS

Doncaster
www.exlabesa.co.uk/

Oxfordshire
01235 977900
www.hha.hitachi-hightech.com/en/

Gwynedd
www.iscwales.com/

EURAMAX COATED PRODUCTS
Northamptonshire
www.euramax.eu/

01536 400800

01302 762500

HOGANAS (GB)

F

Kent
www.hoganas.com/

FABAL UK
Oxfordshire
www.fabal.com.tr/

01865 589398

01248 363125

J
01732 362243

JENKS AND CATTELL ENGINEERING
West Midlands
www.jcel.co.uk/

HULAMIN OPERATIONS

01902 305530

FOUNDRAX ENGINEERING PRODUCTS

Kent
www.hulamin.com/

Somerset
www.factorysuppliers.com/

HUTTENES-ALBERTUS (UK)

K HOME INTERNATIONAL

South Yorkshire
01226 760 910
www.huettenes-albertus.com/en/

Stockton-on-Tees
www.khe.co.uk/

HYDRO ALUMINIUM DEESIDE

KINGSPAN (SHERBURN)

Clwyd
www.hydro.com/en-GB

North Yorkshire
www.kingspan.com/gb/en-gb

01458 274888

FRONIUS UK
Milton Keynes
www.fronius.com/en-gb/uk

01908 512300

FUEL FURNACES
West Midlands

01922 458330

G
GARNALEX GARNER ALUMINIUM EXTRUSIONS
Derbyshire
www.garnalex.com/

01332 883950

County Durham
www.gestamp.com/en/home

01902 396630

01684 853500

01325 313232

Gloucestershire
01452 502502
www.hydro.com/en-US/about-hydro/hydroworldwide/europe/uk/gloucester/hydrocomponents-glouce

HYDRO COMPONENTS UK
01543 456507

Mid Glamorgan
01773 549300
www.hydro.com/en-GB/about-hydro/
hydro-worldwide/europe/uk/bedwas/hydrofabrication-bedwas/

29
www.alfed.org.uk

01642 765421

01944 712000

KLUTHE UK

HYDRO COMPONENTS GLOUCESTER

GESTAMP TALLENT (WOLV)
West Midlands
www.gestamp.com/en/home

01978 660231

01325 313232

GESTAMP TALLENT
County Durham
www.gestamp.com/en/home

K

HYDRO BUILDING SYSTEMS UK
Gloucestershire
www.hydro.com/en-GB

GESTAMP CHASSIS

01227 479180

HYDRO ALUMINIUM ROLLED
PRODUCTS
West Midlands
www.hydro.com/en-GB

02477 103831

Milton Keynes
www.kluthe.com/en

01908 698990

KNOWLEDGE MASTER UK
London
www.knowledgemasteruk.com/

KYOCERA SGS PRECISION TOOLS
EUROPE
Berkshire
www.kyocera-sgstool.eu/

0118 9380 567

MEMBERS

MULTIPANEL UK

L

R

Devon
www.multipaneluk.co.uk/

LASER PROFILES
Dorset
www.laserprofiles.co.uk/

01202 875657

London
www.lme.com/

NCH CHEM AQUA
0207 1138888

West Midlands
www.ncheurope.com/en/

LUXFER MEL TECHNOLOGIES

NEXTDAY METALS

Greater Manchester
0161 9111000
www.luxfermeltechnologies.com/

Northamptonshire
www.nextdaymetals.co.uk

M

NORTON ALUMINIUM
Staffordshire
www.nortal.co.uk/

MATERION UK
01252 375001

West Midlands
www.mcalloys.com/

0121 7094813

NOVELIS UK
Cheshire
www.novelis.com/

MEPS INTERNATIONAL
South Yorkshire
www.meps.co.uk/gb/en/

01483 853136

PHOENIX MATERIALS TESTING

Yorkshire
01482 820202
www.metalcoatingservices.com/

West Midlands
www.phoenix-mt.co.uk/

METALEX ACP LTD (FORMERLY ALIMEX)

POWDERTECH (CORBY)

Bedfordshire
www.metalex.co.uk/

Northamptonshire
www.powdertechcorby.co.uk/

Oxfordshire
www.powdertech.co.uk/

METALFIN

PRESS METAL UK

West Midlands
01922 451 115
www.metalfinstockholders.com/

West Midlands
www.pressmetalukltd.com

METALLIC PROTECTIVES

PRETREAT

Warwickshire
www.metallicprotectives.co.uk/

01926 811851

0121 3287700

Lancashire
www.pretreat.co.uk/

PRIMETALS TECHNOLOGIES

Oxfordshire
www.qform3d.co.uk/

South Yorkshire
www.primetals.com/

MILVER METAL CO
West Midlands
www.milvermetal.com/

0121 5252525

ROTECH LABORATORIES
0121 5054050

S
Devon
www.scanstrut.com/

SCHELLING UK

01422 847671

01743 450501

SENIOR ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS
Yorkshire
www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk/

01902 498667

01937 586340

SDE TECHNOLOGY
Shropshire
www.sde.technology/

01869 320600

01392 531280

01709 772600

SILBERLINE
Fife
www.silberline.com/

01333 424734

SIMMAL
Lancashire
www.simmal.com/

01772 318218

SKF (UK)
Avon
01275 876021
www.skf.com/group/support/splash

SMITHS ADVANCED METALS
01709 726571

Bedfordshire
www.smithsadvanced.com/

01767 604671

SMITHS METAL CENTRES
02476 667098

Bedfordshire
www.smithmetal.com/

MULTI METALS
North Lanarkshire
www.multimetals.com/

01536 400890

Leicestershire
02475 090133
www.pretreatmentsolutionsltd.com/

MICAS SIMULATIONS T/A QFORM UK
01865 775412

01384 276400

RIMSTOCK

West Yorkshire
www.schelling-solutions.co.uk/

PRE-TREATMENT SOLUTIONS

METALWEB
West Midlands
www.metalweb.co.uk/

01384 382253

POWDERTECH SURFACE SCIENCE
0330 2232653

West Midlands
www.rightonblackburns.co.uk/

SCANSTRUT

METAL COATING SERVICES

Dorset
www.metalex.co.uk/

0141 7718391

RIGHTON BLACKBURNS

01925 784113

P

METALEX PRODUCTS

RICHARD AUSTIN ALLOYS
(GLASGOW)

West Midlands
www.rotechlabs.co.uk/

01142 750570

01908 224240

01543 276666

West Midlands
www.rimstock.com/

NOVELIS EUROPE

West Midlands
www.mechatherm.com/

Staffordshire
www.reazn.com/

Glasgow
www.raaltd.com/

0121 5656228

Cheshire
www.novelis.com/sustainability

01384 279132

01604 415036

NOVELIS AUTOMOTIVE EUROPE

MECHATHERM INTERNATIONAL

01792 871000

REAZN UK
01902 510200

01543 279329

West Midlands
www.novelis.com/

MCA UK

REAL ALLOY UK
Swansea
www.realalloy.com/eu/#

N

LONDON METAL EXCHANGE

Hampshire
www.materion.com/

01304 831319

0845 5273331

SMITHS METAL CENTRES
01698 841199

Nottinghamshire
www.smithmetal.com/
30
www.alfed.org.uk

0845 5273331

MEMBERS

SMITHS METAL CENTRES
Hertfordshire
www.smithmetal.com/

TOMBURN
0845 5273331

SNELSONS

W

Hampshire
www.tomburn.com/

02392 692020

W H TILDESLEY

TOMRA SORTING

Cheshire
www.snelsons.co.uk/

01606 553580

Leicestershire
www.tomra.com/en

SPARTAL

0116 2181430

01386 700898

ULTROMEX

SUPERIOR PAINT & POWDER COATING

Merseyside
www.ultromex.com/

West Midlands
www.sppcltd.co.uk

UNITED ANODISERS

02476 464676

0151 2038377

TANDOM METALLURGICAL GROUP

UNITED ANODISERS

Cheshire
www. tandom.co.uk/

Middlesex
www.unitedanodisers.com/

01260 271122

TECOMET

Oxfordshire
www.wmtr.co.uk/

01295 261211

WILLIAM KING

West Yorkshire
www.unitedanodisers.com/

T

01902 366440

WESTMORELAND MECH. TESTING
& RESEARCH

U

Gloucestershire
www.spartal.co.uk/

West Midlands
www.whtildesley.com/

01484 533142

West Midlands
www.williamking.co.uk/

0121 5004100

WILSONS

01895 871700

Cambridgeshire
www.wilsonsmetals.com/

01487 833600

V

South Yorkshire
www.tecomet.com/

01142 855881

Merseyside
www.inver.com/en/index.html

THE METAL CENTRE
West Midlands
www.themetalcentre.com/

VALSPAR (SHERWIN WILLIAMS)

0121 3527200

VERTIK-AL
West Midlands
www.vertik-al.com/

TIMET UK
West Midlands
www.timet.com/

0121 3561155

0151 4860486

0121 6087171

VOITH TURBO
Surrey
0208 6670333
www.voith.com/uk-en/index.html

TIMET UK
Glamorgan
www.timet.com/

01792 873471

KN OWLEDGE PARTNERS

B

TWI - THE WELDING INSTITUTE

E

Cambridge
www.twi-global.com/

BCAST - BRUNEL UNIVERSITY LONDON

ENERGY MANAGEMENT LLP

Middlesex
01895 274000
www.brunel.ac.uk/research/Centres/BCAST

Wiltshire
01225 867722
www.energymanagementltd.com/

BRITISH SAFETY INDUSTRY FEDERATION

EPMA - EUROPEAN POWDER
METALLURGY ASSOCIATION

Hertfordshire
www.bsif.co.uk/

01442 248744

Shropshire
www.epma.com/

U
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON

01743 248899

London
www.ucl.ac.uk/

0207 6792000

UNIVERSITY OF STRATHCLYDE

BURCHILL GC
London
www.burchillgc.com/

I

0207 8614572

INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS FINISHING
West Midlands
www.materialsfinishing.org

C

0121 6227387

West Midlands
www.coventry.ac.uk/

T

02477 69572

THE SOCIETY OF MOTOR
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS (SMMT)

CRU INTERNATIONAL
0207 9032000

London
www.smmt.co.uk/

0207 2357000

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
South Yorkshire
www.sheffield.ac.uk/materials

31
www.alfed.org.uk

Glasgow
www.strath.ac.uk/

01142 222000

0141 5524400

UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK
West Midlands
warwick.ac.uk/

COVENTRY UNIVERSITY

London
www.crugroup.com/

01223 899000

02476 523523

UNIVERSITY OF WOLVERHAMPTON
West Midlands
www.wlv.ac.uk/

01902 321000

Discover your
next course
Our courses are:
• Online courses, so you can train if you are working at work or home
• In-house tailored training specific to your needs, delivered at your site
• Practical, engaging programmes for all levels and roles
• Cost-effective, so you maximise use of your training budget
• Proven and popular modules focus on learning that can
be immediately applied in the workplace

Find your next course at https://bit.ly/TrainWithALFED

